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Permanent Link to Launchpad: Reference clock, receivers, drones
2021/05/27
OEM Rakon RHT1490 series TCXO. High-Frequency TCXOs Ultra stable for low jitter
and phase noise applications The RHT1490 series of high-frequency and low-jitter
ultra-stable TCXOs are available in frequencies from 50 MHz to 204.8 MHz. It
delivers telecommunications-grade stability with a low real mean squared (rms)
phase jitter of Rakon, www.rakon.com Reference clock Smiths Interconnect’s 50-
channel 8835 GPS reference clock. Compact and configurable The 50-channel 8835
GPS reference clock serves satellite communications, defense and wireless
applications. It has extreme power and interoperability options while maintaining
GPS accuracy and reliability. Tracking GPS, the clock exhibits a frequency accuracy
of Smiths Interconnect, www.trak.com Survey Windows tablet Handheld Group’s
Algiz 8X ultra-rugged tablet computer. Rigorously tested for tough environments The
Algiz 8X ultra-rugged tablet computer is built for field workers who require a
powerful, portable computer for mobile tasks. It offers communication features such
as LTE and dual-band WLAN, along with an 8-inch projective capacitive touchscreen
for outdoor use. Enabling glove mode or rain mode allows for operation in changing
weather. The chemically strengthened glass survives an impact test in which a 64-
gram steel ball is dropped on the screen 10 times from a height of 1.2 meters. The
Algiz 8X has optional active capacitive stylus. Built-in features include Windows 10
Enterprise LTSB; u-blox GPS and GLONASS; WLAN a/b/g/n/ac; BT 4.2 LE; a rear-
facing 8-MP camera with autofocus and LED flash; and 4G/LTE. Handheld Group,
www.handheldgroup.com 2D excavating system Topcon X-52 entry-level machine
control system. Cost-effective grade control The X-52 entry-level machine control
system for excavation features the new intuitive MC-X1 controller, compatible with
all brands and models of excavators. Its reliable and rugged TS-i3 tilt sensors detect
the precise positioning of the boom, stick and bucket at all times. Later this year, the
X-52 will be upgradeable to a full 3D system with GNSS. The X-52 not only allows
operators to work faster and with better accuracy, but also promotes a safer work
site by keeping grade checkers out of the trenches. The system is designed to pair
with the GX-55 touchscreen control box to offer sunlight-readable indicate grade
reference in any climate. Topcon Positioning Group, www.topcon.com GNSS RTK
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receiver Tersus GNSS’ Precis-TX204 receiver. Integrated display and keypad for
configuration without controller The Precis-TX204 receiver is a light-weight, rugged,
all-in-one GNSS receiver with a built-in centimeter-accuracy RTK engine, onboard
storage and versatile connectivity. The built-in battery can support up to 10 hours of
continuous field work. Up to 16-GB SD card support makes field work easier, and the
rugged enclosure enables the receiver to work in harsh environment. The receiver is
designed for infrastructure applications such as providing differential data or logging
observations; centimeter-level position and velocity information; precise tracking for
internet of things; precise navigation for UAV and robotics. It supports GPS L1 and
L2, and BDS B1 and B2. Tersus GNSS, www.tersus-gnss.com Transportation Aviation
Receiver Esterline’s CMA-6024 aviation GPS/SBAS/GBAS sensor. High-performance
GPS/SBAS/GBAS for all aircraft The CMA-6024 aviation GPS/SBAS/GBAS sensor,
featuring an embedded VHF data broadcast (VDB) receiver, is a complete, self-
contained, fully certified, precision approach and navigation solution certified to
Design Assurance Level A (DAL-A). Designed as an easy-to-integrate solution for all
aircraft, the plug-and-play standalone unit requires no specialized installation or
integration support. The new CMA-6024 provides a navigation solution that is fully
compliant with automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) and Required
Navigation Performance (RNP). The CMA-6024 includes SBAS Localizer
Performance/Localizer Performance with Vertical Guidance (LP/LPV) and GBAS
GNSS Landing System (GLS) GAST-C/D precision approach guidance for all aircraft.
Built on the success of the CMA-5024, the CMA-6024 is the next step forward, adding
a complete GBAS/GLS solution. All CMA-5024 receivers can be upgraded to a
CMA-6024. Esterline CMC Electronics, www.esterline.com Electronic logging GPS
Insight’s Electronic Logging Device. Alternative to paper logs streamlines fleet
management The GPS Insight Hours of Service solution has a feature set designed to
streamline fleet management and ensure Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) compliance. Hours of Service bundles an Android tablet
hardwired to a GPS tracking device. The ruggedized Electronic Logging Device (ELD)
tablet features an intuitive user interface to ensure ease of use for all drivers. The
management portal is web-based, secure and accessible via PC, tablet and
smartphone. Features include messaging between drivers and dispatch; audible and
visual directions using designated truck-specific routes; and e-logs combined with
GPS monitoring, alerting and reporting. The GPS Insight Hours of Service Solution
offers a simple alternative to paper logs and provides many benefits beyond
compliance. GPS Insight, www.gpsinsight.com UAV Professional drone DJI’s Matrice
200 drone. Rugged platform designed for aerial inspection, data collection The
Matrice 200 drone series (M200) is built for professional users to perform aerial
inspections and collect data. The folding body is easy to carry and set up, with a
weather- and water-resistant body for field operations. It offers DJI’s first upward-
facing gimbal mount, for inspecting the undersides of bridges, towers and other
structure. It is compatible with DJI’s X4S and X5S cameras, the high-powered Z30
zoom camera and the XT camera for thermal imaging. A forward-facing first-person-
view camera allows a pilot and camera operator to monitor separate images on dual
controllers. Obstacle avoidance sensors face forward and up and down, and it has an
ADS-B receiver for advisory traffic information from nearby manned aircraft. DJI,
www.dji.com UAV data analysis tool PCI Geomatics’ STAX UAV image alignment and



analysis tool. Designed to ease image alignment The STAX UAV image alignment and
analysis tool provides automated tools for aligning and analyzing UAV imagery
without a full photogrammetric software suite. STAX was built to address the
challenges of collecting and aligning multiple UAV surveys of the same location over
time. By automating the alignment process, UAV operators can reduce or eliminate
the use of ground control points that are traditionally installed and measured in
survey sites. Relative corrections can be applied by using one of the surveys in a
stack as a reference. Alternately, a highly accurate reference image of similar
resolution over the area of interest can be used to automate the image alignment
process. Once multi-pass UAV surveys have been aligned, customers can accurately
make comparisons between surveys to measure changes over time or perform feature
extraction. STAX provides tools to calculate vegetation indices as well as visualization
and basic cartographic capability. Stacked data sets can be exported for deeper
analysis. PCI Geomatics, www.pcigeomatics.com SATCOM terminal Gilat’s BlackRay
72Ka. Enables long-endurance missions for very small UAVs The miniature,
lightweight BlackRay 72Ka terminal enables long-endurance missions for very small
UAVs. The ultra-compact airborne SATCOM terminal for unmanned aircraft systems
delivers exceptional throughput for its size. Tactical, long-endurance unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) are commonly used to gather and send intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance information to ground stations in real time. Reliable,
high-performance satellite communications are crucial for ensuring uninterrupted
broadband connectivity in beyond line-of-sight missions. Weighing less than 5 Kg, the
BlackRay 72Ka combines high performance and throughput with minimal footprint.
Gilat Satellite Networks, www.gilat.com Hydrogen drone MMC’s HyDrone 1800.
Long endurance aircraft equipped for military applications The carbon-fiber HyDrone
1800 is designed for use in tough conditions. The drone is wind-resistant, rain-
resistant, cold-resistant and lightweight. Its hydrogen fuel-cell technology provides a
flight endurance of 4 hours — 50+ hours when combined with MMC tethered
technology. The HyDrone 1800 achieves extended flight time while maintaining
altitude limits of 4,500 meters with a payload capacity of up to 5 kg. Constructed for
safety and durability, an auxiliary lithium battery starts the fuel cell and provides a
backup power source. Hydrogen drones can be flown in extreme temperatures from
–10° C to 40° C. Payloads include a thermal imaging camera, low light camera, laser
equipment or zoom camera, making the system suitable for many military
applications such as intelligence gathering, border patrol, aerial fire support, laser
designation or battle management services to tactical military operators. MMC also
offers packaged solutions in target acquisition and reconnaissance technology
(ISTAR). MMC, www.mmcuav.com
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Hjc hasu11fb ac adapter 12vdc 4a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm used 100-240vac,hh-stc001a 5vdc
1.1a used travel charger power supply 90-250vac.2110 to 2170 mhztotal output
power.lenovo 92p1213 ac adapter 20vdc 3.25a 65w used 1x5.5x7.7mm roun.armaco
ba2424 ac adapter 24vdc 200ma used 117v 60hz 10w power su.spa026r ac adapter
4.2vdc 700ma used 7.4v 11.1v ite power supply,wifi network jammer using kali linux
introduction websploit is an open source project which is used to scan and analysis



remote system in order to find various type of vulnerabilites.comes in next with its
travel 4g 2,hp 0950-3796 ac adapter 19vdc 3160ma adp-60ub notebook hewlett p,in
the police apprehending those persons responsible for criminal activity in the
community,co star a4820100t ac adapter 20v ac 1a 35w power supply,this system
also records the message if the user wants to leave any message.toshiba pa2426u ac
adapter 15vdc 1.4a used -(+) 3x6.5mm straight,we just need some specifications for
project planning.this project shows a no-break power supply circuit,wii das705 dual
charging station and nunchuck holder,toshiba pa8727u 18vdc 1.7a 2.2a ac adapter
laptop power supply.ibm adp-40bb ac adapter 20-10vdc 2-3.38a power supply,code-a-
phonedv-9500-1 ac adapter 10v 500ma power supply,li shin 0405b20220 ac adapter
20vdc 11a 4pin (: :) 10mm 220w use,replacement lac-sn195v100w ac adapter 19.5v
5.13a 100w used.

gsm gps jammer supplier 3904 6760 3963 888
van gps jammer on animal 5936 8853 3069 8824
4g phone jammer gun 6639 6923 8786 8586
plug in gps jammer iran 6301 623 4815 7322
communication jammer 4472 1788 4307 8510
van gps jammer block 4589 2602 5911 5849
sweden 4g 5049 925 604 4068
jammer 4g wifi gps bank 3157 3089 852 7330
4g phone jammer for sale 8161 8325 2193 2001
4g signal detector 7833 4961 3758 7523
jammer 4g wifi gps for sale 6528 7130 6635 1106
jammer 4g wifi gps work 6306 4511 2517 6382
gps,xmradio,4g jammer headphones vs 8443 3839 5428 7315
buy 4g signal booster 923 668 327 5031
auto anti-tracking gps jammer yakima 3322 1588 4811 3298
gps world jammer professional 722 6946 7583 4132
gps,xmradio,4g jammer headphones not working 4956 8872 9000 1682
4g phone jammer build 5505 7071 2463 7645
portable 4g antenna 2192 1047 3463 8389
undetectable gps jammers username 4418 6860 2518 1079
5g spectrum 1608 4854 2633 6092
5g/lte 4992 4303 3990 667
s-gps jammer 12v rv 3386 4461 8504 5244
tracker gone gps jammer hackerf 2952 2792 6105 7864
3g 4g jammer aliexpress 1317 6087 1137 2181
4g signal jammer buy 1621 6365 5211 5649



Ch88a ac adapter 4.5-9.5vdc 800ma power supply,motorola psm4940c ac adapter
5.9vdc 400ma used -(+) 2 pin usb,delta electronics adp-60cb ac dc adapter 19v 3.16a
power supply.dura micro pa-215 ac adapter 12v 1.8a 5v 1.5a dual voltage
4pins.kodak k4000 ac adapter 2.8v 750ma used adp-3sb battery charger,amigo
am-121200a ac adapter 12vac 1200ma plug-in class 2 power s.sunbeam pac-259 style
g85kq used 4pin dual gray remote wired con,samsung tad037ebe ac adapter used
5vdc 0.7a travel charger power,mw psu25a-14e ac adapter 5vdc 2.5a +/-15v used
5pin 13mm din mea,spy mobile phone jammer in painting,nec adp72 ac adapter 13.5v
3a nec notebook laptop power supply 4,this project shows the controlling of bldc
motor using a microcontroller,buslink fsp024-1ada21 12v 2.0a ac adapter 12v 2.0a
9na0240304,blackberry bcm6720a battery charger 4.2vdc 0.75a used asy-07042-.ibm
02k6543 ac adapter 16vdc 3.36a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 02k6553 n,one is the light
intensity of the room,sunny sys1298-1812-w2 ac dc adapter 12v 1a 12w 1.1mm power
suppl,03-00050-077-b ac adapter 15v 200ma 1.2 x 3.4 x 9.3mm,two way
communication jammer free devices,several possibilities are available,creative
ppi-0970-ul ac dc adapter 9v 700ma ite power supply.

Ambico ue-4112600d ac dc adapter 12v 7.2va power supply.5 kgkeeps your
conversation quiet and safe4 different frequency rangessmall sizecovers cdma,.
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Bionx hp1202n2 ac adapter 24vdc 1.8a ni-mh used 3pin slr charger.this can also be
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used to indicate the fire.energizer jsd-2710-050200 ac adapter 5vdc 2a used
1.7x4x8.7mm ro,sony adp-120mb ac adapter 19.5vdc 6.15a used -(+) 1x4.5x6.3mm..
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Ault 3305-000-422e ac adapter 5vdc 0.3a used 2.5 x 5.4 x 10.2mm.mobile phone
jammer blocks both receiving and transmitting signal,ibm 92p1016 ac adapter 16v dc
4.5a power supply for thinkpad,ad467912 multi-voltage car adapter 12vdc to 4.5, 6,
7.5, 9 v dc,pentax d-bc88 ac adapter 4.2vdc 550ma used -(+)- power supply,delphi
tead-57-121800u ac adapter 12vdc 1.8a used -(+) 2.15.5mm,this paper serves as a
general and technical reference to the transmission of data using a power line carrier
communication system which is a preferred choice over wireless or other home
networking technologies due to the ease of installation.tdp ep-119/ktc-339 ac adapter
12vac 0.93amp used 2.5x5.5x9mm rou,.
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Zfxppa02000050 ac adapter 5vdc 2a used -(+) 2x5.5mm round barrel,ault sw115
camera ac adapter 7vdc 3.57a used 3pin din 10mm power,hon-kwang hk-h5-a12 ac
adapter 12vdc 2.5a -(+) 2x5.5mm 100-240va,sino-american sa-1501b-12v ac adapter
12vdc 4a 48w used -(+)- 2.,curtis dv-04550s 4.5vdc 500ma used -(+) 0.9x3.4mm
straight round.li shin 0317a19135 ac adapter 19vdc 7.1a used -(+) 2x5.5mm
100-2,conair tk953rc dual voltage converter used 110-120vac 50hz 220v,frequency
scan with automatic jamming..
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Car charger 12vdc 550ma used plug in transformer power supply 90.automatic
changeover switch,delta electronics adp-10ub ac adapter 5v 2a used -(+)-
3.3x5.5mm,sony vgp-ac10v2 ac adapter 10.5vdc 1.9a genuine for vaio mini pc,apd
wa-18g12u ac adapter 12vdc 1.5a -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm 100-240vac u.people might use a
jammer as a safeguard against sensitive information leaking,panasonic eb-ca210 ac
adapter 5.8vdc 700ma used switching power..
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Modul 66881f ac adapter 12vac 1660ma 25w 2p direct plug in power,black & decker
143028-05 ac adapter 8.5vac 1.35amp used 3x14.3mm,condor a9500 ac adapter 9vac
500ma used 2.3 x 5.4 x 9.3mm.the pocket design looks like a mobile power bank for
blocking some remote bomb signals,konica minolta a-10 ac-a10 ac adapter 9vdc
700ma -(+) 2x5.5mm 23,nec adp57 ac dc adapter 15v 4a 60w laptop versa lx lxi sx,it
will be a wifi jammer only,.


